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Russia had been ruled by the Romanovs for nearly 300 years as an

autocracy. When, in 1894, Tsar Alexander III died from kidney failure at

49, his son Nicholas 2nd succeeded him. He was inexperienced and not

prepared for the task of governing the extensive Russian Empire,

Nicholas said at the time of his coronation: ‘I am not prepared to be a

Tsar. I never wanted to become one. I know nothing of the business of

ruling.’ He was more devoted to his family than to running the country

properly. Nicholas was a harsh but weak ruler. The years preceding the

1905 Revolution had been great disruption and conflict within the

Russian government and people. The regime failed to recognise the

urgent need for change in Russia and this failure to act was perhaps the

main reason by which tsarism prepared its own demise.
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The start of the 20th century saw Russia become ‘more educated, more

urban and more complex’. Even in the countryside, literacy rates were

rising creating many new voices of criticism of the autocracy. The 1900s

began with a poor harvest which intensified the poverty of the peasants.

Peasants unable to provide for themselves and meet government taxes

revolted and attacked land owners. Disarray spread into the cities and in

1904, large strikes from the engineering and railways sector brought the

economy further down.

Participants in the Revolution included: Industrial workers and Peasants

who wanted better conditions and an improvement to their living

standards. Soldiers play crucial roles not only as proxies but also in

standing up against the regime. Other groups such as intellectuals,

business traders, clergy and other non-Russian nationalities also

influenced the outcomes of the revolution.
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The spark the Revolution was in 1905 with strike action Putilov

steelworks in St Petersburg, when several workers from the Assembly of

Russian Workers were sacked. The Assembly of Russian Workers union

was run by Father George Gapon, a prominent Russian Orthodox priest

with some police support. Father Gapon had been well known as an

activist for the working-class and for better conditions in St Petersburg.

Others saw him as a secret police agent whilst there were allegations

that he was socialist revolutionary, whom wanted to improve working

conditions. Father Gapon organised a peaceful demonstration with

petition aimed at Tsar Nicholas 2nd. For the 150,000 protesters mainly

from Russia’s lower social class their call for help from their ‘Little Father’

was blocked with misinformation and layers of autocracy. As a result of

the protesters being attacked on the infamous Bloody Sunday the belief

that the Tsar was caring and welcoming of his people was destroyed. The

Russian authorities unintentionally spread information about Bloody

Sunday and revolutionary movement on their nationwide manhunt for

the protest’s organisers.
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The Russo-Japanese war in 1904 was a rude shock but less of an

awakening as Russia was humiliated by what it regarded as an ‘inferior’

nation. The mobilisation of peasants’ sons for the war effort interrupted

the agricultural industry and affected food supplies. Most people were

unhappy about the way in which the war was being handled and the

negative effects it had on the already weak Russian economy.

Summary: Causes of 1905 Revolution

Peasant discontent and tough famine resulted in peasant revolts and

Dissatisfaction from landowners having land seized along rising debt

levels. Problems with land distribution and high repayments forced many

peasants increased the rate of urbanisation. Military and Naval defeats

by Japan is an example of Russia’s pride being humiliated. Poor working

and living conditions led to unrest in working and lower classes. Radical

political parties became agitated with frustrated attempts in starting

trade unions. Growth in politically impotent middle class with Tsarist

government out of touch with population
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With morale in the armed forces low, the sailors aboard the battleship

Potemkin in the Black Sea mutinied in June. In the Soviet poster

portraying the 1905 revolution, the caption reads "Glory to the People's

Heroes of the Potemkin!" Populism was increasing at the weakness of

the Tsarist autocracy highlighted by the Japan’s victory which was the

first Asian country to defeat a Western power. Strikes had long been part

of the workers’ repertoire of self-defence tools. In 1905, and especially in

the intense aftermath of Bloody Sunday, use of this nonviolent tactic

grew to an unprecedented level. Strikes took place all over the country

protesting politics as well as economic grievances. This is a classic

confrontation between state and society with repression from the Tsarist

regime backfiring. Society revolts against the state, demanding: a

resolution of pressing social issues, such as land reform along with

political freedoms and an a accountable government..
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Revolution parties involved with the 1905 Russian Revolution can be

classed as either left wing radicals or the moderate right wing

revolutionaries. The Russian Social Democratic Labour Party which was

based on Marxist principles was officially formed in 1893 and remained

outlawed by the Tsarist regime until 1917. In 1903 the Social Democrats

split into the far left Bolsheviks and the leftist Mensheviks. The

Bolsheviks were headed by Vladimir Lenin and Leon Trotsky with policies

such as alliance between working class and peasants and the rapid

overthrow of the Tsar and the middle class to accomplish socialism. The

Mensheviks’ cooperated with the middle class in attempts to introduce

socialism by overthrowing the Tsar. Alexander Kerensky, the face of the

centre faction socialist revolutionaries called for land reforms to benefit

the peasants. To the right side, the Cadets generally supported the Tsar

and accepted his attempts at reform. The cadets wanted Russia to follow

in the steps of English and implement a constitutional monarchy, whilst

the far right Octobrists backed the October Manifesto and a Duma with

the Tsar retaining most power.
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Small revolutions were taking place all over Russia. Universities closed

down when the whole student body complained about the lack of civil

liberties by staging a walkout. Lawyers, doctor, engineers, and other

middle-class workers established the Union of Unions and demanded a

constitutional assembly. Leon Trotsky and other Mensheviks founded the

St. Petersburg Soviet. Shortly over 50 of these soviets were formed all

over Russia, starting the new groups of authority for the working class

and temporarily seized provincial government control. The new Moscow

Soviet led to the great October Strike. Industrial workers and railway

workers from all over Russia went on strike paralyzing the entire Russian

railway network and halting communication lines for many major cities,

leading to the “Days of Freedom” which ended in the failed, violent

Moscow Uprising, an event which highlighted the new radical and violent

wing of the political opposition.
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These disorders, coupled with defeat by Japan, revealed corruption and

incompetence of czarist regime, and forced government to establish the

Duma, or assembly, elected by limited franchise. In February 1905, Tsar

Nicholas 2nd’s uncle and Moscow governor Grand Duke Sergei was killed

by a bombing led by social revolutionists. An increasing number of

peasants revolted from mid 1905 seizing land and rioting as their

conditions were not improved. Anti-government organisations such as

the National Peasants Union were created and soon 500,000 workers

went on strike in the main cities leading to an increase in union

membership. Even though strikes and workers unions were banned,

workers continued to press for better pay and conditions as well as

improved living standards. The Japanese victory at Mukden and

destruction of Russian fleet off Tsushima worsened the fast deteriorating

situation. Low morale and discontent with their officers, sailors on the

battleship Potemkin mutinied. Such uprisings and disapprovals of the

autocrat government forced Tsar Nicholas 2nd in August 1905 to

introduce a Duma where it would provide opinions about laws but had

limited power under the Tsar. This attempt of appeasement failed and
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strikes along with public demonstrations intensified.
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The Tsar despised his establishment of a Duma and in an attempt to

restate his authority he created several Fundamental Laws in 1906 which

stated that his word was law; he had full right to choose his government

ministers and complete power in foreign affairs. All laws created in the

Duma needed would need the Tsar’s signature to be officially valid. An

Imperial Council was also launched on the same level with the Duma

would have half representation by the Tsar’s select. Elections for the

opening Duma in June 1906 concluded with a heavy opposition to the

government and was disbanded after ten weeks. The second Duma in

1907 although resulted in slightly better results for the Tsar was also

dissolved within three months after the Tsar was sternly criticised. In

facing this political opposition, the Tsar reduced the presence of the

lower classes in the Duma taming it to a submissive and traditional

organisation which lasted into the late 1910s.

“To the Emperor of all the Russians belongs the supreme autocratic and

unlimited power. Not only fear, but also conscience commanded by God

Himself,
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is the basis of obedience to this power” The Fundamental Laws of the

Russian Empire
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Nicholas 2nd: Russia’s immature Tsar, who was a strong believer in the

autocracy and resisted reforms.

Sergi Witte: The Tsar’s PM and adviser in 1905, suggested reforms,

constitutional monarchy and Manifesto.

Sergei Alexandrovich: His assassination by socialist revolutionaries made

the Tsar resent reformists more.

Leon Trotsky: Left wing Bolshevik, who was exiled by Russian

government. Menshevik played bigger role.

Potemkin Naval Mutineers: Used by Soviet as propaganda for power to

the people and revolution.

Working Class Russians on Strike: peasants and workers revolted in

populism/socialism wanting reform.

In order to pacify the peasants the government moved to remove all

remaining feudal restrictions on peasant and equality with other citizens.

It followed up with a law permitting peasants to withdraw their land

holdings from communal ownership and consolidate them under their

own private ownership.
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With the Manifesto, the government did go a long way towards fulfilling

the wishes of the opposition, as far as it could go without dissolving itself

– if the terms of the agreement were kept. The railway strikes and

formation of the St Petersburg Soviet in October led Nicholas to ask his

Prime Minister Witte for help. Nicholas wanted to put an end to the

protests and strikes which had crippled his country so he reluctantly

signed the October Manifesto, a new constitution which did not satisfy

all of the people. In particular the Soviets were unhappy with the

October Manifesto as it did not create an eight hour working day. As a

result of the discontentment towards the new constitution, Nicholas

returned to being a strict autocrat even though the people continued to

call for reform. Nicholas order reprisals on villages he deemed to being

disloyal. The St Petersburg Soviet organisation was shut down with its

leaders arrested resulting in violent clashes with the deaths of a

thousand people. The strength of the Okhrana and loyalty shown by

most of the Tsar’s soldiers saved the regime temporarily but could not

prevent the lead up to the fall of the Romanovs in 1917.
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The government’s response to the foreign crisis was an embarrassing

peace with Japan, repression of protestors, introduction of the Tsar’s

October 1905 Manifesto, granting political freedoms and parliamentary

elections. But by 1907, the revolution subsides as there are no viable

new form of state-society structure formed. It is a stalemate for Russia as

the Tsar is a reactionary who rejects democracy. The nobility is stuck in

the old order with the capitalist class is too dependent on the state, too

afraid to show initiative. The gap between the rulers and people

continued to be strained by ignorance with reforms stimulate radical

protests. People become attracted to the attractions of Socialism as the

Russian autocracy continues in resorting to repression leading, making

the state-society gap even wider and ultimately the downfall of Tsarism

in 1917.
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Had the government acknowledged the extensive grievances of the

people in the pre-revolutionary period there would have been little

cause for such widespread opposition to reform at all and therefore no

need to deploy such repressive tactics as those the autocratic regime

resorted to in Bloody Sunday. It is said that protests generates fire and

the incompetent government knew not a realistic and better way to

handle the situation.

“Russia lives under emergency legislation, and that means without any

lawful guarantees… Autocracy is a superannuated form of government…

That is why it is impossible to maintain this form of government except

by violence” Tolstoy in “An Open Address to Nicholas II”
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